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SEP 30 – OCT 3 ,2017 IN
KURHAUS KIRCHZARTEN

International Kinesiology Conference 2017
September 30th to October 3rd Kirchzarten, near Freiburg,
Germany
35 years of kinesiology in German‐speaking countries! 35 years of
IAK, 30 years of the professional association DGAK and with the
Australian IKC as a guest. Renowned speakers … Exciting
presentations … Valuable guidance for individual work …
Celebrating, learning, meeting interesting people and much more.
Be a part of it!
Thirty five years of IAK, 35 years of kinesiology in the German‐
speaking world! We are looking forward to celebrating this
anniversary together with you and the second jubilee for the
German professional association Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Angewandte Kinesiologie e. V. (DGAK). Our special guest during
this conference will be the International Kinesiology College Ltd.
(IKC), the successor organisation of the Touch For Health
Foundation founded by Dr John Thie.
Thirty five years of kinesiology is the only slogan this conference
needs and the inventiveness and wealth of experience of our
speakers is impressive indeed – something you can really look
forward to! As always, you will go home with new insights, handy
tips and loads of inspiration.
Meet the founders of different kinesiology methods, the DGAK
executive and advisory board, the IKC members of the board &
International Faculty Members and VAK‐ authors as well as the
founders, leader and everybody from IAK – Forum International.
We are all looking very much forward to extending a warm
welcome to you and all participants of the conference!
Sat 10.00 h | Opening | Thomas Ahn, DE
The Karaoke Healing Show
Thomas Ahn, natural health professional and vocal coach,
discovered his great passion for music at an early age. Via
overtone singing he learned more about the rich facets of his
own voice. After training as a sound and voice heale he
invented the “Karaoke Healing Show”. This interactive
performance allows to enthuse people with music and also to get them
into touch with their own power and the potential of their natural voice.

A Welcome by IAK & DGAK
“The IKC” present

Saturday, September 30th
Sat 11.10 – 12.50 h | Günter Haffelder, DE
New developments in brain research
The method of EEC spectral analysis developed by Günter
Haffelder makes it possible to gain a deeper insight into
functional processes of the brain. This tool is used for
researching and diagnosing learning disorders and other
functional impairments of brain processes. The EEC spectral
analysis method can show the individual interrelations of information
intake and processing as well as emotional aspects.

Sat 14.15 – 15.15 h| Anita Berres, DE
Successful with kinesiology in companies
What are the chances, kinesiology brings to companies and
institutions in topics like personal development and team‐
building? Various! Kinesiological Coaching is an efficient
measure for easy and sustainable change in obstructive
patterns and blocking attitudes and to enhance personal
performance.
For professionals and executives and teams.

Sat 14.15 – 15.15 h | Michaela Hespeler, DE
Stimulating the Healing Process – A Change of Perspective Creates
New Possibilities
Self‐healing is the ability of our body to heal external and
internal injuries and diseases. The Body itself is regulating,
repairing and regenerating. As
a facilitating companion we can offer a different perspective
in case of imbalances and initiate a self‐regulation process.
Demonstrations on the subject of cervical spine discomfort (e.g. whiplash,
movement restriction, neck tension) illustrate this approach.

Sat 14.15 – 15.15 h | Maurizio Piva, Italy
Touch For Health In Depth Tips
Maurizio Piva will present some of the content of the Touch
For Health In Depth course series.
Maurizio Piva, former IKC president and IKC Professional
School Dean, is Touch For Health Faculty for Italy, Specialized
Kinesiologist, Naturopath.
Maurizio Piva was the pioneer who spread out Kinesiology in Italy since
the early 80th.

Sat 15.30 – 16.30 h | Dr. Hans-Georg Häusel, DE
The Power of the Unconscious Mind
What kinesiologists can learn from brain research
Dr Hans‐Georg Häusel, certified pyschologist, is one of the
leading experts in brain research in the area of marketing,
selling and management. He is the author of many economic
bestsellers. His book “Brain View – Warum Kunden kaufen”
was elected among the best 100 books about economics by
an international jury. He received an Excellence Award as one of the best
speakers in the German‐speaking world.

Sat 17.00 – 18.15 h | Dr. Charles Krebs, USA
A New Concept of the Etheric Body and its Role in Chronic
Imbalances in Physical Systems
In the Eastern Traditions, there are a physical body and subtle
energy bodies, the Etheric Body being closest in density and
most strongly interfaced to the physical. Distortions of the
Etheric Body may compromise healing and result if chronic
physical imbalances.
You will learn how to access and balance these Etheric Body imbalances
eliminating many chronic conditions.

Sat 17.00 – 18.15 h | Sandy Gannon, UK
Following the Body – Following the Soul
Honouring the Inner Wisdom of ourselves and our Clients
The lecture will discuss the tendency to consider and
interpret evidence and why this is not always appropriate.
We will look at the body as “a thing of wild magic” (Mme
Blatvatsky) and “the only reality is the [energy] field”
(Einstein). Evidence of intuition will be explored in
intellectual and practical exercises and participants will leave with a new
way of beginning their session.

Sat 20.00 – ca. 22.00 h | Prof. Dr. Dr. Wildor Hollmann, DE
Physical exercise and our brain
Prof. Wildor Holmann is a pioneer in sports medicine and
researched which effects movement has on our brain
structure. In 1958 he founded the Institute of Circuit
Research and Sports Medicine at Collogne Sports University,
which he was in charge of until 1990. He has a rich know‐
ledge and life experience, sends us onto a humorous journey through the
evolution and tells how physical activity feeds our brain & mind.

Sunday, October 1st
Sun 9.00 – 10.00 h | Dr. Sabine Räker-Oese, DE
Hormone tango
Men and women from a hormonal point of view
Understanding hormones, detecting causal relationships,
developing therapeutic approaches – this is a bête noire in
our daily work, sometimes fear‐laden, often ignored. The
lecture offers insights in this topic from an
evolutionary/nature‐based point of view. Men and women –
how they differ from a hormonal standpoint.
An equally educational and entertaining lecture.

Sun 9.00 – 10.00 h | Anne Keller-de Wild, CH
The five Temperaments
How do the four Temperaments fit into the five Chinese Elements?
Combining the four temperaments with the five Chinese
elements helps us to understand better how to understand
ourselves better and the people around us. This presentation
gives you an insight into the work with temperaments and
the importance to develop our own individual life and to
respect all other human beings – with humor, lots of examples and easy
understandable!

Sun 9.00 – 10.00 h | Gabi Göppel-Kranz, Liechtenstein
Expansion of the senses – expansion of consciousness
Which effect does an expansion of the senses and our
awareness have on our consciousness?
In which way is our reality influenced by our consciousness?
You will learn how to integrate your senses into your
kinesiology work in a totally different way and how this can
change your experience of the world.

Sun 10.15 – 11.15 h | Irmtraud Große-Lindemann, DE
How basic trust informs our life
The exciting path of our brain development
“Life‐long learning” is a nightmare scenario for many. Are
we really doomed to learn Latin vocabulary or the use of the
latest technology for the rest of our lives? In her lecture,
Irmtraud Große‐Lindemann explains our journey that begins
with basic trust and leads to finding ever new kinds of basic
trust through learning. In other words: brain development on our way to
our true personality.

Sun 10.15 – 11.15 h | Vicenç Claveria i Quintillà, Spain
AK-Fusion1: Mind and Emotion according to the Chinese Traditional
Medicine
Development of the Shen as a form of mind‐body interaction
within the kinesiological model:
In Chinese Medicine, the Shen is the basis of mental and
emotional management and its implications within the
physical realm. A working model of the body‐mind sphere is
presented according to the Shen concept with the tools and methodology
of Kinesiology.

Sun 10.15 – 11.15 h | Amy Choi Wai Ming, China
Introduction to Ming’s Mirror Method
Listening with your authentic self
Ming’s Mirror Method works with conscious and sub‐
conscious information of the client by mirroring and moving
with the client in the vibrational field. The facilitator
communicates with the client through her whole body.
He/she is guided by all cognitive senses, mainly by
proprioception and intuition. As the session unfolds, the client becomes
clearer of their balancing theme throughout and after the session.

Sun 11.45 – 12.50 h | Marco Rado, Italy
Embriology: The Scientific Language To Describe Meridians
The common language to share Energy Medicine with
science is Embriology, the science that studies the
development of the embryos and fetus. Embriology can
perfectly describe the meaning of Meridians and their
functions, maintaining the definitions and description made
by Traditional Chinese Medicine, but opening up new understandings of
the interelationships and physiological functions of the Meridians.

Sun 11.45 – 12.50 h | Mandiro Ordyniak, DE
Seven Dimensions of a good Kinesiology Session
After more than 30 years of experience in encouraging
people as a facilitator and leader of groups and trainings, to
walk through their own growth process, looking more
deeply, feeling what’s there and finally living THEIR Dream, 7
key‐dimensions showed up to dissolve blockages effectively
and deeply. I want to present these and show them in a practical self‐
balance.

Sun 11.45 – 12.50 h | Alie Relker, Netherlands
Reading Children’s Faces
Using universal features is a wonderful way to: Enrich your
approach and work with children / Attune easily to their
inner world / Understand the special qualities and the
potential of a child – join the flow of experience of children /
Support the competence and strengthen the skills of
children. You learn to observe a child’s face; the meaning of universal
features and how they are connected with the nature and character traits.

Sun 14.15 – 15.15 h | Renate Wennekes, DE
More information is following soon
Sun 14.15 – 15.15 h | Günter Dobler, DE
Prenatal trauma dissolve with Biological-medical Kinesiology
Through experiences during pregnancy or events around the
birth, the psyche of man can be damaged. For in this phase,
the child’s brain cannot distinguish between his own feelings
and that of the mother.
Thus, for example, by a lost twin, abortion – thoughts or –
trials, or a difficult birth, the child’s psyche can suffer. The lecture shows,
how to reveal and resolve the traumas of pregnancy and childbirth.

Sun 14.15 – 15.15 h | Dr. Wayne Topping, UK
Touch for Health: A Solution for Hidden Epidemics
While Western medicine is straining under dramatic
increases in conditions such as obesity, Type‐2 diabetes,
autism, and Alzheimer’s, there are other epidemics, that are
creating much discomfort and helping to contribute to the
those conditions that medicine is focused on. What is needed
is education. TFH is in a good position to provide that education. We will
focus on hypoadrenia, hypothyroidism and knee problems.

Sun 15.30 – 16.30 h | Edson Vlijt, DE
Psychology of Martial Arts and Inner Strength
The Art of Balancing one’s Energies
Using movements from Martial Arts, we will work on our
body awareness and energetic awareness. Anxieties and
blockades will thus be dissolved. Shifu Edson Vlijt was born at
Bonaire (Caribbean). In 1979 he became Vice World
Champion. In 1982 he founded his own Martial Arts Academy
in Essen, where he practices Kung Fu, Taijiquan, Qigong, Emotional
Fighting, as well as massage of the meridians and acupuncture points.

Sun 15.30 – 16.30 h | Dr. Dominique Monette, Belgium
Hyperton-X or Core Kinesiology
The kinesiology of the axis, of the core
Hyperton‐X, created in the ‘80s by Frank Mahony (one of the
first kinesiologists), balances our body around our axis; the
physical one, the cranio‐sacral system and the spiritual one,
our vertical connection between earth and sky. A group of
muscles play a fundamental role on the physical axis, the
diaphragm being the most important. We will learn the basic theoretical
principles of HTX and apply these on a few muscles.

Sun 17.00 – ca. 18.30 h | Dr. Hong-Jae Lee, Korea
K-Cure: The 4 Pillars – a Method of the Future
The possibilities of Korean Magnetotherapy
Get to know the fascinating possibilities of the K‐Cure
method. Learn at firsthand how the method was developed
and what is the motivation and vision behind it. The K‐Cure
method combines the old knowledge from So Yang
acupuncture and magnetism and is used within the context
of quantum healing. Dr Hong‐Jae Lee has never given a talk in Europe
before. Therefore, we feel deeply honoured.

Sun 18.40 – ca. 20.00 h | Our professional association
Info, celebration, and Matthew Thie is talking about the TFH foretime

Monday, October 2nd
Mon 9.00 – 10.00 h | Dr. Geoffrey Leury, Australia
Energetic Joint Anchors
The idea of how the aura is anchored to the physical body
Energetic Joint Anchors are part of the aura and are
associated with each joint of the physical body. They have a
special function; they anchor the aura to the physical body.
Also, the unique design of Energetic Joint Anchors has
practical applications in ‘hands‐off’ healing. This presentation
gives a brief description of how the Energetic Joint Anchors works and a
practical demonstration of the Eplangetic healing interaction.

Mon 9.00 – 10.00 h | Christiane Wolfes, DE
The dynamic of success
The power of motivation, communication and balance
Everybody has an inner question: What is success to me? If
the inner truth of being successful is blocked, health and
happiness get destroyed easily. This format of
communication and balance techniques easily addresses the
core of the issue, it builds up a new state of mind and health and
strengthens the person for his/her whole life.

Mon 9.00 – 10.00 h | Jackie Lysaght, Ireland
The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) as a Catalyst for
Educational Improvement
Instructors and students are doing amazing teaching and
learning work in kinesiology classrooms. However the
evidence is often kept private and if our work is not
documented it can disappear in the moment. SoTL encoura‐
ges us by making it visible, open to peer review, and available
for others to build on. We will also explore how we could use SoTL to start
a conversation and discussion about teaching and learning in kinesiology.

Mon 10.15 – 11.15 h | Philip Rafferty, Australia
Tests for fight/flight, TMJ And fascia
This presentation shows accurate tests for fight/flight, TMJ
and fascia imbalance. If a client is in fight/flight they will be
dehydrated and magnesium deficient. No new client has ever
passed the TMJ test. Together the fascia and TMJ corrections
balance hydration, magnesium absorption and hundreds of
hypertonic muscles. I would like a volunteer with fibromyalgia or arthritis
to show these corrections for chronic pain.

Mon 10.15 – 11.15 h | Alexandra Tobar, Austria
Trauma – possibilities for stabilisation
A trauma always originates in real outer events that are
associated with a heavy amount of stress. In order for a
traumatic experience to become a trauma for the individual,
a dynamic has to occur which literally brings the brain into a
“tight squeeze”. Important memory systems of stress
management as well as an effective de‐stressing method – which can also
be used with dissociation – are among the methods presented here.

Mon 10.15 – 11.15 h | Dominik Schenker, DE
SpiraliK – Development of Consciousness
SpiraliK, a concept within the Complementary Therapeutic
Method of Kinesiology, links the 5 Phases with the 5
Principles of Spiraldynamik® to a unified movement and
awareness model. The resulting dynamic perspective
combines physical, mental and emotional everyday
experiences on a common plane and allows substantial insights on current
development processes.

Mon 11.45 – 12.50 h | Dr. Harald Blomberg, Sweden
Primitive reflexes and osteoarthritis
How to prevent and heal osteoarthritis of the hips and knees
Osteoathritis of the knees and the hips is caused by wearing
of the cartilage due to muscle tensions around the joints.
These muscle tensions are caused by active primitive reflexes
and when these reflexes are integrated the development of
osteoarthritis will be prevented. Another cause of
osteoarthritis is acidity and lack of phophates. By phosphate supplement
the osteoarthritis will heal.

Mon 11.45 – 12.50 h | Christian Maier-Straube, DE
Discover your skills and learn as if by magic
A playfully light expedition
There was a time in your life when you learnt an amazing lot
without even being conscious of. Without a special purpose,
you explored and discovered the world in which you moved
around, learning quite a lot of things just by doing and
imitating, driven by your childlike curiousness and because
you just felt like discovering the world. You will experience how to take up
this playful way of learning and what it is really about.

Mon 11.45 – 12.50 h | Robin Brown-Frossard, CH
Exploring Color, Sound and Other Vibrational Tools in Touch For
Health
TFH is a wonderful tool for accompanying people who want
to reach their full potential. Traditionally we use our hands or
those of the person receiving the balance to effectuate the
physical contact in our work. Considering the human body as
an energy body, we can widen the tools used for our “touch”
to include other vibrational sources, such as color, sound, essential oils,
mudras, … all the while respecting the TFH protocol.

Mon 14.15 – 15.20 h | Hugo Tobar, Australia
Emotion and Stress
Where we put it and what can we do about it
In this paper I will explain the physiology of stress and why
when we are in the exhaustion phase it is easier to store
emotions in our unconscious reservoirs. I will demonstrate
some methods of accessing the subconscious and
unconscious emotions and strategies for helping the client
understand their subconscious and unconscious emotions. After all the
power is making your unknown issues known.

Mon 14.15 – 15.20 h | Susanne Krötz, DE
Brain Gym at school
At Lion‐Feuchtwanger Gymnasium in Munich, a new school
concept started in September 2016, which enables pupils to
experience perceived self‐efficacy through – among other
things – Brain Gym. The presentation shortly outlines the
different supporting measures for pupils and how Brain Gym
is integrated into the new system. Susanne Krötz is a teacher at a
secondary school, where she established Coach‐ and Learn sessions.

Mon 15.50 – 16.50 h | Dr. Brigitte Michaelis, DE
A slide into better times
Burnout meets Kinesiology
The aim of kinesiology is self‐efficacy. That is precisely what
people need when previously used solution strategies don’t
work anymore. Different living conditions lead to different
symptoms, therefore I distinguish – depending on living
environment, habits, social conditions, etc. – between
different categories of the burnout syndrome. Example cases from my
practice ensure a lively presentation.

Mon 15.50 – 18.00 h | Sandra Schiffmann, DE
Teaching life skills by way of movement
Already in the 1990ies, the WHO adapted the concept of
“life skills”. These “life skills” – self‐awareness, critical
thinking, problem‐solving – are intended to enable people to
deal effectively with the demands and challenges of
everyday life. The workshop offers a mixed bag of theory,
movement and ideas for playing so that everybody can gain first insights
into the concepts used on different levels.

Mon 17.00 – 18.00 h | Kenichi Ishimaru, Japan
GENE KEYS Kinesiology
An evolutional journey to Enlightenment
GENE KEYS is a new codebook of consciousness,
corresponded to the 64 hexagrams of I Ching, and can be
used to bring ultimate light to the dark side of your mind.
Your own “key” can be identified by the time, day and place
of birth. GENE KEYS Kinesiology can be used to clarify this
moment and make you glow towards your enlightenment. I would like to
demonstrate the mechanism.

Mon 20.00 – ca. 24.00 h
Party with Live-Band “WOMBATS Unplugged” and Fingerfood

Tuesday, October 3rd
Tue 9.00 – 10.00 h | Belinda Davidson, Australia
Change Your Energy, Change Your Life
How To Heal Your Life
The importance of chakras, white light & the practice of
mindfulness. Belinda Davidson is a well‐known medical
intuitive, spiritual mentor, author and public speaker. She is
a consultant, and amongst her private clients are celebrities,
public personalities, doctors and business leaders. She is the
creator of The Soul Essence™ Journey and the founder of The School of
the Modern Mystic, a world class, online teaching facility.

Tue 9.00 – 11.10 h | Klaus Wienert, DE
Systemic-Kinesiological Energy-Constellation on the Subject
of „The Success of my Life“
An interactive incentive‐workshop aimed at everyone who
wants more success and quality time in life. Join in and profit
yourself! Your purpose in life is to make sure that you
arrange your life in such a way that you have the healthiest,
happiest and most successful, wonderful and fulfilling time
possible. Release restricting emotions, doctrines and patterns of behavior,
and at the same time unchain your success‐energy.

Tue 10.15 – 11.15 h | Dr. Maarten Klatte, NL
The Sedona Method
More information is following soon
Tue 11.45 – 12.50 h | Matthew Thie, USA
More information is following soon
Tue 11.45 – 12.50 h | Hans-Jürgen Lenz, DE
Free at last. Making fertilizer out of dung and living in love.
First‐hand experiences: orphanage, disorientation, loss and
betrayal. The view of life itself dominated by massive
illusions until the wake‐up call came. Living as “Lustleister”
(pleasure provider), full of energy, with hope and commit‐
ment to life. In this interactive lecture you will learn how the
pleasure provider principle was born out of misery, how paths of love
emerged and how you can become a pleasure provider in your own life.

Tue 14.15 – ca. 15.20 h | Alfred Schatz, DE
More information is following soon
Closing / End at 16.00 h
All presentations with translation English/German, German/English.
Dr. Lee speaks Korean and is translated consecutively into German and
simultaneously into English.

Around the Conference – Infos & Balances







Brain Kinesiology Balances with Victoria Ulbrich
Transformations Massages with Sandra Merkle
Korean magnetic therapy with Dr. Hong‐Jae Lee and Thomas Ahn
(Saturday and Sunday)
The Sedona Method with Dr. Maarten Klatte and Jan See (Monday
and Tuesday)
Resonate Essences
VAK bookstore

Pre Conference Workshops







Harald Blomberg: Blomberg Rhythmic Movement Training Level 1,
23./24. September
Harald Blomberg: BRMT in Kindergarten,
25./26. September
Harald Blomberg: BRMT and Diet in autism and ADD,
27./28. September
Hugo Tobar: Burn Out,
28. September
Hugo Tobar: Leaky Gut,
29. September
Philip Rafferty: B.N.T.,
29. September

Post Conference Workshops








Mel & Rachelle: Auro Alignment Workshop,
3. October, 16.30 – ca. 20.30 h
Hugo Tobar: Balancing with the 5 Elements,
4./5. October
Matthew Thie: Touch For Health‐Metaphor Workshop,
4./5. October
Matthew Thie: Metaphors‐Training‐Workshop,
6./7. October
Geoff Leury: Eplangetics,
4.‐6. October
Geoff Leury: Eplangetics – Advanced workshop,
7.‐10. October
Dr. Hong‐Jae Lee: K‐Cure ‐ The 4 Pillars – a Method of the Future
7./8. October (consecutive translation into German, and if there
are enough registrations by English speaking participants, then also
simultaneous translation into English)

ANOTHER FACT THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST:
If you want to apply to be listed as a
“Professional Kinesiologist” at IKC, you can find
here the respective IKC‐Application‐PS‐1 A‐
2016.pdf(PDF‐Datei – 531 KB).
Please send your application in due time so that
you can demonstrate the kinesiology balance to
IKC experts before, or maybe also during the
conference. For further information please contact us via the
following e‐mail address: info@iak‐freiburg.de.
The International Kinesiology College acknowledges and respects many kinesiology protocols while
honouring the non-diagnostic, non-clinical self-responsible model. The views and options expressed by
speakers are not necessarily those of the International Kinesiology College Ltd.

More on www.iak-freiburg.de

The congress will take place at
KURHAUS KIRCHZARTEN,
DIETENBACHER STRASSE 22
Via AIRPORT FRANKFURT (Germany)
There is a railway station at the airport. Take the train towards Basel. The
train takes 2 hours and 5 minutes to the Freiburg ‐ railwaystation.
Via AIRPORT ZÜRICH (Switzerland)
There is a railway station at the airport. Take the train towards Basel or
Zürich City and then to Freiburg in Germany. The train takes 2 hours and
46 minutes or 2 hours and 14 minutes to the Freiburg ‐ railwaystation.
Via AIRPORT BASEL (Switzerland)
The airport has a Swiss and a French exit. Leave the baggage area via the
exit marked France (do not take the one marked Switzerland). At the
outside of the Airport building (french side) take the Bus to the Freiburg ‐
railway station. The bus ride takes one hour.
AT FREIBURG ‐ railway station take either a taxi (about 20,‐ EUR) or take
the train to Kirchzarten towards Titisee or Seebrugg (usually gate 7), it is
the third station. The ride takes about 12 minutes.
AT KIRCHZARTEN ‐ railway station you have the choice of a ten‐minute
walk to Kurhaus Kirchzarten or taking a taxi.
BY CAR ‐ Coming from Autobahn No. 5, exit at "Freiburg‐Mitte". Follow
the roadsigns leading to Donaueschingen/Titisee‐Neustadt. Kirchzarten is
located on that route approx. twelve kilometers east of Freiburg. Signs
will direct you to the Kurhaus, which is located opposite the public
swimming bath and camping.
ACCOMODATION
You need help with the search for accomodation? For this we ask you to
apply to the Tourist‐Info Dreisamtal. Please consider to specify the kind of
accomodation, for example hotel, pension, holliday flat, camping etc.
E‐Mail to tourist‐info@dreisamtal.de
Accomodation (Unterkünfte) on the website of the Tourist‐Info
Dreisamtal: www.dreisamtal.de
Hauptstraße 24 :: D‐79199 Kirchzarten
Tel +49(0)7661 / 90 79 80 :: Fax: +49(0)7661 / 90 79 89
We look forward to welcome you at the IAK‐Kongress 2012

Registration Form
Conference 2017
September 30th ‐ Oktober 3rd, 2017 in Kirchzarten near Freiburg, Germany
Complete registration:
Sept 30th‐Oct 3rd incl. Conference journal with most of the presentations
 till 30.04.17 450,‐ EUR
 till 15.08.17 490,‐ EUR
 from 16.08.17 530,‐ EUR
Shortened participation per day:
 till 30.04.17 125,‐ EUR
 till 15.08.17 140,‐ EUR
 from 16.08.17 160,‐ EUR
 Conf. manual
22,‐ EUR
Days:
 Sat  Sun  Mon  Tue
____ EUR
Lunch (Soup, Salad, Buffet, Dessert)
4 days 40,‐ EUR | Single days 11,‐ EUR
Days:  Sat  Sun  Mon  Tue
____ EUR
Monday‐night‐party: Live Music „The WOMBATS Unplugged“ / Finger food:
 29,‐ EUR (booking during the Conference:: 35,‐ EUR) ____ EUR
(Prices are inclusive 19% Tax)

Bank transfer
Please effect payment onto our account at
Commerzbank AG, Kaiser‐Joseph‐Straße 251, 79098 Freiburg:
IBAN: DE36 6808 0030 0441 4147 00 SWIFT‐BIC: DRESDEFF680
or at Postbank Karlsruhe:
IBAN: DE49 6601 0075 0273 1177 56 BIC: PBNKDEFF
Please Note: Banking fees are always at the expenses of the client. Please make
payment in Euro.
IBAN.: .................................................... BIC: ......................................
..............................................................................................................
Name and Place of the Credit‐Institute
City/date/signature: ................................................................................................

Name: .......................................... Prename: ..........................................................
Street: ......................................................................................................................
Country / PLZ / City: .................................................................................................
Phone.: ......................................... E‐Mail: ...............................................................
City/date/signature: ................................................................................................

IAK GMBH
FORUM INTERNATIONAL
Eschbachstraße 5
79199 Kirchzarten bei Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7661 98 71-0
Fax +49 (0)7661 98 71-49
info@iak-freiburg.de
www.iak-freiburg.de

IAK GMBH
FORUM INTERNATIONAL
Eschbachstraße 5
79199 Kirchzarten bei Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7661 98 71-0
Fax +49 (0)7661 98 71-49
info@iak-freiburg.de
www.iak-freiburg.de

Venue
Kurhaus Kirchzarten
Dietenbacher Straße 22
Kirchzarten, 79199
Deutschland

